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1.Introduction
The Meat Grinder BOIA 32-3 was designed to grind boneless and unfreeze meat. The equipment is
dangerous when used incorrectly. It is necessary to perform the required maintenance and cleaning
correctly by authorized personnel as long as the equipment is disconnected from the power source. In order
to operate the meat grinder, it is necessary to read the instructions manual and to know all of its parts.

1.1. Safety
The meat grinder is highly dangerous if it is used incorrectly. During maintenance and cleaning, the
machine must be disconnected from the power supply.

- Disconnect the equipment from the power supply before any maintenance.
- Do NOT wear loose clothes with wide sleeves when using the meat grinder.
KEEP hands away from moving parts.
- Do NOT use grinder plates and grinder knives of other diameters.
- NEVER Operate the Meat Grinder empty: A grinder plate and a grinder knife used without
the product inside of the head could reach almost 982 degrees Celsius in less than three
minutes. Always turn on the meat grinder with the product inside of the head and in the tray.
- Replace the Front Auger Part: If the front auger part is consumed, an irregular rotation of
the grinder knife on the grinder plate will be caused. The grinder knife will be also in contact with
the pin that aligns the head of the meat grinder. Consequently, the grinder plate and the grinder
knife will break. Replace the pin as well since it could cause similar problems.
- NEVER tighten the lock nut too much: it will cause friction and the break of the grinder plate
and the break of the grinder knife.
- Clean constantly and carefully the meat grinder.
- DO NOT use a water jet to clean the meat grinder.
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1.2. Main Components
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1- Tray
(MO229006)

5- Grinder Plate
(MO329601)

2 - Meat Stomper
(MO325002)

6 - Lock Nut
(MO324001)

3 - Switch
(RM224002)

7 - Grinder Header
(RM329631)

4 - Auger
(RM324702)
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1- Grinder Knife
(MO3229601)

1
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1.3. Technical Characteristics
Table 1: Main Characteristics
Characteristic
VOLTAGE
POWER
FREQUENCY
WIDHT
HEIGHT
LENGHT
NET WEIGHT
GROSS WEIGHT
PRODUCTION

Unit.
VOLT
HP
HZ
cm.
cm.
cm.
kg.
kg.
kg. /min.

Quantity
220
3
60
39
52
84
70
75
12-14

2.Installation and Pre-Operation
2.1. Installation
- Immediately after receiving a meat grinder BOIA 32-3, the machine must be inspected before
unpackaging it to see if there are any damages from shipping. After inspection, the machine can
be placed in a safe area in order to be operated.
- The meat grinder must be installed in a place with a flat surface in order to obtain the best stability
and performance during the operation.
- Before switching on the meat grinder, it must be connected to a power supply.

2.2. Pre-Operation
- Clean all the parts of the meat grinder that are in contact with the product before turning it on with
water and neutral soap.
- Do not tighten abruptly the lock nut of the meat grinder.
- Make sure that the motor and the power source have the same voltage, cycle, phase, and current.
For your best convenience contact your electrical technician.
- Do not turn on the meat grinder empty without the product in the head and in the tray.
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3.Operation
3.1. Functioning and Operation Process
We strongly recommend that you spend some time with the machine so you get to know it better.
After reading the instructions manual carefully, the operator will be able to obtain the best results and
performance of the meat grinder. All the required grinding meat will be obtained effectively by using the
grinder in a proper and safe manner.
Follow the next steps before starting the operation process:
- Ensure that no knife or kitchen appliance is in the tray.
- Connect the meat grinder to the power source.
- Put the product in the tray and push it to the head of the grinder.
- Under any circumstances push the product in the grinder head with your hands or any
other tool. Use the meat stomper in order to do this operation.
- Disconnect the meat grinder from the power supply after finishing the meat grinding.

3.2. Cleaning

IMPORTANT: It is necessary to disconnect the meat grinder from the power supply
before performing any maintenance or cleaning on the machine.

!

The meat grinder must be clean and sanitized at all times. Before, during, and after the
meat grinding.
Follow the next steps in order to clean the meat grinder:
- Remove the lock nut, the grinder plate, and the auger.
- Loosen the handle and immediately remove the grinder head.
- CLEAN ALL the components after using the meat grinder.
- Clean all the components with hot water and neutral soap.
- Ensure to dry all the components after cleaning them in order to avoid humidity.
- Install the components back after they are dry in the proper manner. See section 5.2.
- Do not leave any product rests in the grinder head at all times.

3.3. Stainless Steel Treatment
The meat grinder is made of stainless steel. It is important to maintain a good treatment of this
material in order to avoid any damage. Clean the meat grinder all the time after using it. Use only water
and soap. Immediately after cleaning it, dry it to avoid humidity in the material.
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4.General Safety Rules
4.1. Operation Fundamentals Practices

DANGER: Do not touch any electrical component of the meat grinder with wet hands or

wet clothes. It can cause several damages including death.

WARNING: Do not perform any maintenance when the meat grinder is connected to its

power source. Ensure that the work space is safe to avoid drops and accidents. Maintain the
work floor dry. If the work will be performed in a group, communicate with signs and have a
work plan before to start.

!

NOTICE: To

lubricate parts, use lubricating oils or special greases. Avoid that water, dust,
or any other factors enter into the mechanical components. Do not modify mechanically the
meat grinder. Read carefully all the emergency stickers and security labels on the meat grinder.
If a sticker is erased or lost, please order a new one immediately with your dealer.

4.2. Cares and Observations before to Turn on the Meat Grinder

IMPORTANT: Read carefully the instructions manual. If there are questions please contact

your dealer.

!

DANGER: Check that cables and electric components are in good conditions before use.
NOTICE: Understand the instructions manual and understand the buttons functions before
using the meat grinder.
4.3. Routine Inspection
- Check the meat grinder motor.
- Tighten moderately the lock nut of the meat grinder.
- Pay attention to any sound and noise that is not normal.
- Make sure that there are not products rests in the grinder head.

4.4. Operation
- The machine can only be operated by qualified personnel to do this job.
- The operator must know all the safety instruments required for this job.
- Do not use the grinder with loose hair or long and wide sleeves that could create problems.
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4.5. Post-Operation
- Turn off the meat grinder and disconnect it from the power source.
- Clean the meat grinder after using it.
- Adjust the components after cleaning the meat grinder.

4.6. Maintenance

DANGER: Any Maintenance activity must be performed with the meat grinder
disconnected from the power source.
.
4.7. Warnings
- The meat grinder must be operated by a qualified worker.
- It must be operated in a safe working place.

5. Problems Analysis and Solutions
5.1. General Problems and Solutions
- Turning on the meat grinder: It might be possible that it is not connected to the power source or
that there is no electric energy in the work place. Connect the meat grinder to the power source or
call your dealer if the case is worst.
- Burnt Odor or Smoke: The machine could have a problem with the electric circuit inside or
outside. In this case, contact your dealer.
- Slow Auger Rotation: There might be a problem with the motor, the gears of the grinder, or with
the power source. Please contact your dealer or an electric technician.
- Abnormal Noise: There might be a problem with the motor or the gears of the grinder. Please
contact your dealer to assist you.
- Abnormal meat grinding: It is probable that the main components of the meat grinder are not
assembled in the proper sequence. It is necessary to re-install the main components. It might be
also possible that one of the components is damaged. In this case, contact the dealer if a new
component is needed. See also section 5.2.
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5.2. Components Adjustment
- Replacement of the grinder knife: When the grinder knife is replaced, it is necessary to clean
and to rectify the grinder plate.
- Sequence of the main components of the meat grinder: Check before and after the grinding
operation that the following sequence is always maintained:
1.Washer + Auger

2. Grinder Knife

3. Grinder Plate

4. Luck Nut
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